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EDI and Barcode for supply chain management

There is always a direct relation between Barcode data and data transmitted via EDI if the
EDI message contains shipment information. A function of Barcode is to confirm a shipment
and its arrival being attached to the physical shipment. Therefore it fills a gap as one module
of EDI based communication systems. But Barcode cannot only keep unique transport
numbers. The capacity of 2-dimensional Barcode options allows to carry the content of
shipment content details as well. Carrying EDI messages on the shipment label Barcode can
be read off-line where ever the content of the transport unit should be communicated to local
a computer. The feature would support EDI projects and extend the functionality at locations
where no access to EDI systems is given or no EDI system is installed. The specification
PaperEDI shall give guidance how to generate, to print and to read such 2-D codes carrying
shipment information called EDI-Marks.
1.1 Electronic Data Interchange per UN/EDIFACT
EDI stands for Electronic Data Interchange a method for data communication between
trading partners. EDI has been in use since along time supporting structured business
processes. It consists of standardised messages as for ordering, shipments, invoicing and
many more. This specification is focussing on support of shipment related messages only
based on the standardised structure UN EDIFACT (Electronic Data Interchange for
Administration Commerce and Transport). The principle can be used in conjunction with any
other message structure or syntax like XML. A 2D-Barcode “EDI Mark” carries the Dispatch
Advise message to the destination. It shall enable automatic data capture at the point of
destination by a scanner avoiding any manual key entry.
PaperEDI is enabling data capture in real time making the data available for processing
without any delay. Shipments need not to even be unpacked and can be passed straight to
the stock destination where the ERP system would get the full content from scanning the
EDI-Mark. Keeping the data to the object handling will be optimised, errors avoided and
transmission times reduced. In case of full EDI supported operations PaperEDI will supply a
functional back up.
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converter

converter

network
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shipment

⇔
→
→
→
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data
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orders
invoice
Disp. advise
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Figure 1: EDI communication
Where EDI transmits the data via a network Barcode carries true data right with the object. A
typical supply scenario shall be described as follows.
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An order received via EDI would initiate order acknowledge and processing and. Orders can
be passed fully automatically, manual interference might be necessary only if deviations
occur. If the shipment is ready for delivery the electronic Dispatch Advise will inform the
customer about the potential arrival.
The Barcode on the shipment as unique “License Plate” (see chapter 15 Multi Industry
Transport Label) will be printed on the label, on the shipment paper and send via EDI as well.
If the shipment arrived an the License Pate has been scanned the ERP system can link the
arrival data to the EDI message already received.
Electronically transmitted invoicing completes such a fully automated process. The EDI
message and the acknowledgement by Barcode can be archived simultaneously without any
manual operation.
The combination of EDI and Barcode enables coupling the data information to the physical
processes.
Where the License Plate is the unique transport number to verify the shipments the products
in it are commonly labelled with unique product codes such as Healthcare Barcode (HIBC).
Both are referenced with the relevant EDI messages. Scan information and EDI information
will be send by different technologies to a different time but matched within the ERP system
at both end of the supply chain.
2 PAPER EDI
Electronic data communication supports tracking and tracing and related documentation
nicely. Potential errors will be avoided by minimising manual entries. EDI is ideal but requires
B2B agreements to preferably any business partner. If EDI messages cannot or not yet be
processed by a partner, than Automatic Identification and Data Capture (AIDC) can bridge
the gap by means of an “EDI Mark”. An EDI Mark is a high capacity two-dimensional
Barcode carrying data information compatible to an EDI message. Where PDF 417, QR
Code and DATAMATRIX are the most used data carriers for that purpose, high capacity
RFID Tags could be used as well as an option. Other developments such as „E-Paper“
(electronically write/readable paper) might be available in the future as an option as well. The
specification „Paper-EDI“ will focus on the use of DataMatrix today. “PaperEDI” consist of
the shipment reference and shipment content data in a structured manner and the carrier
DataMatrix. This combination is called „EDI-Mark“. The supplier completing a shipment
might send the related data information to an “EDI Box” (EDI converter) and to the print shop
for delivery paper and/or shipment label simultaneously. Belonging data elements are the
License Plate as shipment reference and shipped products including product relevant data
such as expiry, LOT and/or serial numbers. Receivers of the shipment than will have access
to the data information via EDI and/or EDI Mark.
2.1 Symbols for an „EDI-Mark“
The preferred symbol for carrying shipment data, DataMatrix is the preferred symbol.
Nevertheless other standardised symbologies might be used alternatively such as PDF 417
or QR-Code (coming from Asia). The ISO/IEC specifications for the symbols are:
DATAMATRIX ISO/IEC 16022 – 2D-Barcode, dot
QR-Code ISO/IEC 18004 – 2D-Barcode, dot matrix
PDF 417 ISO/IEC 15438 – stacked Barcode

Figure 2 : DATAMATRIX QR-Code

PDF 417

On transport labels EDI Marks will be printed jointly with a linear Barcode e.g. Code 128
ISO/IEC 15417. Imagescanners will interpret both in an interoperable manner.
If RFID is preferred see guidelines “eHIBC ISO powered RFID” how to store barcode data
with RFID tag’s and the related ISO standards for the shipment level.
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2.2 Three advantages of „Paper-EDI“
 Rationalisation - process security – validation
Rationalisation
Rationalisation will be achieved in all cases, where shipment shall be registered including
any component being shipped and without opening boxes. PaperEDI solves it by a minimum
of investment for an additional 2D-code generated at the point of delivery and scanned at the
destination. Time consuming date entry or scanning single codes will be avoided.
 Security
Automatic data capture is error free to same quality as network communication quality. An
additional advantage is the trust to the logistical quality of a supplier being in the position to
supply PaperEDI according to state of the art of the technology.
 Validation
A supply chain supported with methods of automatic identification, specifically with PaperEDI
according to this guidelines, can easily be validated as a quality system and to fulfil the
requirements for tracking and tracing demanded by national and international law.
2.3 Who will benefit from „PaperEDI“
Once applied on transport labels and/or shipment papers EDI Mark’s can service any partner
of national or international supply chains:





The manufacturers automating processes and making box contents available at external
locations without data base access.
Trading partners, distributors for goods entry for automatic data entry, stocking without
opening, preparing the system for EDI as a first step.
Customers, hospitals for data capture at goods entry and intermediate stocking.
Doctors, e.g. Dentist’s receiving goods and automatic documentation of tracking data he
is obliged for.

2.4 PaperEDI systems exceed from supplier through transportation to receiver
The sender is supplying PaperEDI as an service for the supply chain he is delivering to.
Benefit can be gained at any time where the content shall be disclosed during logistical
processes.
Transportation
For control and tracking transportation it is sufficient enough to use the linear barcode
containing the License Plate with the unique shipment ID. The EDI Mark does not need to be
scanned in continuos transportation processes regardless of the content. Nevertheless if the
content need to known at a certain situation, than the EDI Mark can be scanned by a mobile
terminal to tell the content details even far away from any network or system.
EDI Mark for is for Goods Entry
The EDI Mark is to ease the point of goods entry primarely. That moment the EDI Mark has
been scanned and the shipment data reach the receivers system the information is fully
available for the related processes of administration, stock control, production planning and
tracking & tracing in general. The physical shipment might remain unpacked transferred to
internal locations where its needed. By help of location barcodes and the bar-coded “License
Plate” on the shipment the boxes and its location can be traced up to the final destination. If
the scanned content is assessable with the ERP system it is not necessary to scan the EDI
Mark again, it is enough to scan the License Plate as the unique shipping ID linking to the
content already stored in the data base.
2.5 Integration of a „Paper-EDI“
PaperEDI assisted system are for support of communication between sender and receiver.
The most likely moment for data collection is during the picking process prior to packing.
Either every product packed gets a scan or a picking system (e.g. pick by light or voice)
supplies the data. The shipping paper will be printed both with text and EDI Mark and
attached to the shipment. Alternatively a transport label get the EDI Mark as an add on. The
supplier may use the EDI Mark to verify the shipment and its content with intermediate
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stocking processes or at external locations without access to the data base. EDI Marks are
even used as data carrier from one place to the other within internal locations or plants.
The supplier would need a PaperEDI format generator and a printing device with DataMatrix
feature. The data might be extracted from the driver for the shipment papers. The format
might be generated by a Syntax module integrated with the ERP system or external with a
labelling software tool.
The receiver would need a scanner at the point of goods entry and a converter to put the
data information from PaperEDI format in to the format of the ERP system. The ERP system
would need capacity and features to recognise the shipping data which include order
number, suppliers reference and product information such as quantities, lot and/or serial
numbers, etc.
*

*EDI data flow

EDI

Product marking Picking
Expiry/Lot/Sn

EDI/PaperEDI
Print EDI-Mark
ISO/IEC15434

Shipment
Goods Entry
internal transfer
Scan
scan EDI Mark
License Plate

unpack&use

Figure 3: Data flow and EDI data flow
2.5.1 Product references in a EDI Mark and numbering scheme
The EDI Mark contains the original product ID of the supplier ideally. This is the normal case
if ASC Data Identifier and HIBC structures are use. Specific consideration is appropriate if a
GS1 structure is to use, because than products easily carry two references, one original
suppliers reference and one short reference within the Barcode. Since the content of the EDI
Mark is the one for transmitting to the data bases automatically, the EDI Mark must contain
the same reference as the Barcode on the product carries.
2.6 Technical realisation
Product marking
Barcode on the product enable tracking and tracing on item level, EDI Marks just carry it as a
automatic readable list. Therefore product codes deliver the detailed information and require
appropriate care. Regardless of the code structure being used a product code would need
the following data elements for unique identification:
• System or Data Identifier
• Unique Company code
• Product reference
• LOT or Serial number
• Options as quantities, expiry information, etc.
Picking and data capture
For LOT oriented processes scanning of <Product><LOT><Quantity> is sufficient. For
tracking serialised products every products need to be scanned to get the true products.
Suppliers may prepare pre-packed boxes applied with series of serial numbers without gaps.
In this case first and last product need to be scanned. As scanners mobile scanners or
wireless scanners might be appropriate to support the handling.
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Figure 4 Pick and scan of different codes but applied with traceability data
2.6.1 Handling different product codes
Product codes shall be unique but not necessarily encoded with same structure or same
symbology. ISO 22742 Packaging - linear & two-dimensional symbols for product packaging
is focussing to the key structures allowing numeric and alphanumeric codes and most fitting
symbologies. Practically there is no problem to pick products with different codes as long as
they are according to standard. Any of the products applied with ASC, GS1 or HIBC codes
can be scanned simultaneously. For generating the picking list out of different codes it is not
an issue what the code structure is because the ERP data base structure is different to any
barcode structure anyway therefor any ISO conforming code is useful for further data
processing if the required data are encoded. Scanners featuring linear and two-dimensional
codes at same time are state of the art. DataMatrix is one of the trend-setter and
recommended specifically for concatenated codes. Nevertheless where consumer prefer the
GS1 structure for industry applications ASC-DI codes are most common but for health care
products HIBC and ASC are the most convenient alphanumeric structures.
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2.6.2 Interface to „Paper-EDI“
The interface between an ERP system and both “EDI” and „Paper-EDI“ modules is typically
placed after the program module where the picking data dedicated to a shipment are to be
processed for preparation of shipment papers and invoices. The interface has to transfer the
shipment data to a „PaperEDI module” where the data have to be converted in the Syntax for
high capacity media ISO/IEC 15434 and 15418, part ASC DI’s. This module shall generate
the EDI Mark ready to be inserted on the shipping paper or label.
n parallel the data can be transferred to an EDI converter for preparation EDI messages
structured according to „UN EDIFACT syntax” typically. There are direct links between the
data elements of an EDI message and the data elements encoded with an EDI Mark.
Therefore network based EDI messages and messages encoded in an EDI Mark can be
processed alternatively.
EDI
UN EDIFACT

receiver

Shipment info
„Paper-EDI“
ISO/IEC 15434

Figure 5: Interoperability of UN EDIFACT EDI messages and PaperEDI with ISO/IEC 15434 syntax

For full interoperability of EDI and PaperEDI same data elements are applicable but encoded
in the two different structures where the 15434 structure is optimised for AIDC media. Plain
UN EDIFACT messages would generate larger 2D-Codes than with syntax 15434.
2.7 Syntax ISO/IEC 15434 for encoding PaperEDI messages
Syntax for High Capacity Media ISO/IEC 15434 has been designed to encode large amounts
of data uniquely. The structure fits in 2d-symbols or high capacity RFID tags. The syntax can
carry more than one message type at same time and of different substructures. Today there
are 12 different formats available, where the ASC structure with DI’s is the most suitable one
for EDI Marks. Every structure has got an ID e.g. ASC DI’s (06), GS1 AI’s (05), UN EDIFACT
(04), free (07), Text Element Identifiers .TEI’s (12), etc. In the standard case just one
structure is sufficiently in use. The ID will be translated at the scanning point either by
intelligent scanners or by a data entry module or by the ERP system. The syntax contains a
„Message Header“ followed by the „Format Header“ for identifying the embedded data
structure. A separator is placed between single data elements proceeded by a DI. After the
concatenated data elements „Format Trailer“ and “End of Message” characters will terminate
the message. The separator between data elements is the „Group Separator (GS). A
standard syntax shall be illustrated below:
[)>R
Start equence:
S
Format ID: 06
Separator: ASCII GS
Data element headed by the Data Identifiers (DI’s)
Separator
ASCII GS
Next data element with DI and Data
...
etc.
E
Stop sequence ASCII RS OT.

A typical data string would look as follows:
[ ) > R 06 G DI DATA G DI DATA G DI DATA G
S

S

S

S

S

................................ G DI DATA R . E
S
S OT

Note: Blanks are inserted for illustration purposes but real data strings do not include blanks.
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Sample of a data string filled with data:
[ ) > R 06 G 18V LHELMI G 11K 712245 G
S

S

S

S

........ G ........ G
S

S

............ R E
O
S

T

stop sequence

next data element e.g. product, etc.
separator
next data element, e.g. order
G separator
S
11K DI packing list and number
G separator
S
18V DI for Issuing Agency Code and company ID and data
G separator
S
06 format ID ASC DI structure (DI’s)
[ ) > R unique start sequence of a ISO/IEC 15434 syntax
S
G
S

Sample data string ready to be encoded with a 2D symbol:

[)>R 06G 18VLHELMIG 11K712245G Data elementG Data elementG
R E
S
S
S
S
S
S.....etc. .. S OT

Note: DATAMATRIX ISO/IEC 16022 includes a Macro reducing the sequence[)>RS06GS to a
one character command. This is reducing the overhead for generating a EDI Mark with
DataMatrix by 6 characters.
2.8 Relevant data elements for EDI and PaperEDI
The EDI working group of the BVD association worked out a list of data elements relevant for
EDI. The Joined Working Group add an column for entry of the data elements relevant for
shipment applied with the corresponding Data Identifier (DI) for the equivalent Barcode data
element (or RFID) on a transport label or packing list. The data of the relevant columns will
be used to generate the EDI Mark compatible to the EDI message.
Message segment E1EDL20 – heading segment
EDI qualifier

Data type

length

VBELN
INCO1
INCO2
VSBED
BTGEW
NTGEW
GEWEI
VOLUM
VOLEH
ANZPK

CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR

10
3
28
02
17
15
3
13
3
5

LIFEX

CHAR

35

format

Content description

14.3
12.3
KGM
10.3

Number of dispatch advice/packing list
Incoterm 1 : Trading information about the ICC terms
Incoterms 2: Clause information
Shipment terms according to order
Gross weight all positions of the shipment - option
Net weight all positions of the shipment - option
Unit of measure (kg) - option
Volume - option
Unit of volume (CMQ) option
Number of boxes
Box type ( in process)
External shipment ID - option

Corresponding DI

11K
-

Message segment E1ADRM1: Address segment / main segment
EDI qualifier

Data type

length

PARTNER_Q
PARTNER_ID

CHAR
CHAR

3
17

format

Qualifier for a category of partners
Partner ID I Company ID

Content description

LANGUAGE
NAME1
STREET1
POSTL_CODE
CITY1
POSTL_PBOX
POSTL_COD2
TELEPHONE1
TELEFAX
COUNTRY1

CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR

02
40
40
10
40
10
10
30
30
3

Language ID
Company name
Street and number
Postal code
City
Post box
Second postal code
Phone number
Fax number
ISO country code (an)

DI

V, 1V, 18V
-
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Message segment E1EDL24: delivery items
EDI qualifier

Data type

length

POSNR
MATNR

CHAR
CHAR

6
18

format

line number of the shipment paper
Material number/reference

1P, 25P

ARKTX
CHARG
KDMAT
LFIMG
VRKME
NTGEW
BRGEW
GEWEI
VOLUM
VOLEH
HIPOS
HIEVW
POSEX
ZUDAT
VFDAT

CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR

40
10
22
15
3
15
15
3
15
3
6
1
6
20
8

Short text of customers order position
Lot number
Material code of the customer
Quantity delivered
Sales unit of supplier
Net weight
Gross Wight
Unit of measure
Volume
Unit of volume
Next higher hierarchical position
Criteria of use for the hierarchical position
External number of a line number of shipment
Additional data
Extension according to OSS message 330184

1T, 25T
P
Q

12.3
12.3
12.3
12.3

Content description

DI

14D

Message segment E1EDL41: customers references
Field

Data type

length

QUALI
BSTNR
BSTDT
BSARK
POSEX

CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR
CHAR

3
35
8
4
6

format

Info

DI

Qualifier for customers reference data
Customers order reference
Customers ordering date
Customers ordering category
Customers Line number of the order

K

4K

Message segment E1EDL11: Serial number
Field

Data type

length

SERNR

CHAR

18

Format

Info

DI

Serial number

S, 25S

Additional EDI data elements and its qualifiers see document “UN-EDIFACT”of BVD.

2.9 Relevant data elements applied with DI’s for creating EDI-Marks
The list below contains the relevant data elements for pure shipment processes selected out
of the list of relevant EDI data elements. Both lists are compatible and reversible, both lists
are corresponding to each other.
Heading segment
Company ID according to ISO/IEC15459
Customer code assigned by the customer

Customer code assigned by the
supplier
Order number assigned by Customer
Order number assigned by Supplier
Transport reference (License Plate)
Line number of order assigned by customer

Packing list number
Shipment content data
Product number supplier assigned
Product ref. without suppliers ID
HIBC unit of measure 0-8, 9

Product/material code assigned by
Customer
Expiry date
Other formats see list of DI‘s
LOT number assigned by the Supplier
Serial number
Unique Serial number applied with supplier
ID
Quantity
Control characters
DI for hierarchical tree structure

DI
18V
8V
9V

Content
Issuing Agency Code & Company ID
8V followed by customers own ID
9V followed by suppliers customer code

*EDI-Field
Partner ID
Partner ID
Partner ID

K
1K
nJ

K followed by order no.

BSTNR

4K
11K

1K followed by order no.
nJ, followed by sequence IAC, CIN, serial no.
example JLHELMI952490BT4
4K followed by line number
11K followed by number

POSEX
VBLN

25P
1P
26Q
P

25P Issuing Agency Code, Company ID, no.
1P followed by suppliers product reference no.
26Q followed by the value
P followed by customers reference

14D

14D formatted JJJJMMDD

1T
S
25S

1T followed by LOT number
S followed by SN
25S Issuing Agency Code, Company ID, SN

CHARG
SERNR
SERNR

Q

Q followed by number of pieces

LFIMG

F

F ## ## 1 # followed by the data elements to HIPOS
be grouped

MATNR
MATNR
KDMAT

13Q 13Q#/# followed by page number/no. of pages
**Code X of Y pages ( # of # )
*EDI data element and qualifiers: see EDI-EDIFACT list of WG EDI of BVD, Cologne.
** Code “page X of Y: For cases where a packing list contains of more than 1 page each applied with a EDI Mark.
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2.10 Hierarchical message structure
Similar to the EDI syntax the data element of an EDI Mark will be structured in hierarchical
levels. The first level will contain heading data such as supplier, receiver, order, transport
number the following information will contain content data being grouped together for
minimising the length of the message.
Heading data
supplier
pack list no.
page x of y
costomer/receiver
order
transport no.
....

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Produkt n

Unit of measure (if)
Serial number 1
Expiry date
Serial number 2
Expiry date
...
Serial number 6
Expiry date
...

Unit of measure
LOT 2.1
quantity
Expiry date
LOT 2.2
quantity
Expiry date
....

Unit of measure
LOT
quantity
Expiry date....

LOT
quantity
....

2.10.1 Data Identifier „F“ for building the hierarchical order
The purpose of Data Identifier “F” is to identify dependencies among the content of
hierarchically related groups of data segments.
DI “F” supplies grouping information to data elements belonging together in a parent – child
relation.
The table below shows the components following DI “F”:
Part
Hierarchical ID Number
Hierarchical Parent ID Number
Hierarchical Child Code
Hierarchical Level Code (HLC)
1

String (AN) or
Identifier (ID)
AN
AN
ID
ID

Length
21
21
1
1/2

Note – With the character set of 0-9 and A-Z, a length of 2 characters yields
1,296 permutations

Any “F sequence” contains a parent ID. The link to belonging data will be set by repeating
the ID’s with the sequences of lower child levels. Additional ID’s describe the kind of data
such as header information, product data, variables, etc.
Any “F sequence” consists of 7-8 characters structured as follows:
F ## ## # # description
# Hierarchy Level Code (see table below)
#
“Child Code” 0 or 1 for a related field: 0 indicates NO, 1 YES
##
“Parent ID” – Number of next higher Hierarchy ID
##
Hierarchy ID – Number of field
F
Data Identifier “F”

Char.
1-2
1n
2 an
2 an
1a
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Table: Hierarchical Level Codes (HLC)
level

HLC

Shipment

S

Product/Item

I

Serial #

X

description

Header level with references to supplier, packing list,
receiver, transport ID, etc.
Product level - package, stock keeping unit (SKU)
identification data.
Data related to the manufacturer’s serial numbers, lot’s,
dates

Options
Order

O

Palette ( Tare )

T

Data related to the sender's order and the associated
receiver's original purchase order.
The tare level is used to identify pallets. If there are no
identifiable pallets, this level may be omitted.

Note: The level codes are selected according to common practice. For more level codes see
ASC X12 Data Element 735 directory.
2.10.1.1 Illustration of the hierarchical logic
The logic of grouping is to repeat the Parent ID of the higher level with the sequence of the
connected lower level. The logic contains information like whether or not another level is
following and by help of the level code what kind of data it contains.
First level header data, sequence “01”
F ## ## # # description
S Hierarchical level code: “S” for shipments
1
“Child Code” 0 or 1: 1 indicates that a child is following
00
NO Parent ID: There is no higher level
01
Hierarchy ID of that level: first sequence is “01” (next would be “02”, etc.)
F
DI “F”

Level “02” for item data with product type 1
F ## ## # # description
I Hierarchical level code: “I” for products (items)
1
“Child Code” or 1: 1, YES, there is a child following
01
“Parent ID”: The ID no. of the next higher Hierarchy level is “01”
02
Hierarchy ID of that level for this sequence is: 02
F
DI “F”

Level “xx” for item data with product type 2
F ## ## # # description
X Hierarchical level code: “X” for serial numbers related to the related product
0
“Child Code” or 1: 0, NO there is no more child
02
“Parent ID”: The ID no. of the next higher Hierarchy level is “02”
xx
Hierarchy ID of that level for this sequence is “xx” (continued count)
F
DI “F”
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2.10.1.2 Alternative illustration of the hierarchical logic
Header data
DI:
F
Hierarchy ID: 01
No higher:
00
Lower level YES: 1
Level code shipmt.: S

F 01 00 1 S

Supplier/Sender
Packing list
page x ofy
customer/receiver
order
Transport ID no.
....

F 02 01 1 I

F 04 01 1 I

F 06 01 0 I

F xx 01 0/1 I

Product code
Unit of measure/Index

Product code
Unit of measure/Index

F 03 02 0 X

F 05 04 0 X

Serial no. 1
expiry
Serial no. 2
expiry
...
Serial no 6
expiry

LOT 2.1
Quantity
expiry
LOT 2.2
quantity
expiry

Product code
Unit of measure/Index
LOT
quantity

Product code
Unit of measure/Index
quantity
....
....

(here: no lower level)

Product type n

Product type 1

Product type 3

Product type 2

2.10.2 Structuring a message prior to grouping
Construction of a message to be build for PaperEDI transaction is illustrated below by means
of sample data. In this case the shipment shall consist of different products applied with unit
of measure/packaging index (typical for HIBC codes) LOT or Serial number and packed in a
transport unit for shipment.
The header data:
Data

Supplier/sender
Packing list no.
Page no. of list
Customer/receiver
Customers order no.
Transport ID no.

Hierarchy Data
Code (HC)
Level 01
S
IAC+Company
Code (LIC)
S
712245
S
1 of 3
S
ABT
S
3087627
S
67814MZ

DI

Data element incl. DI

18V

18VLHELMI

11K
13Qx/y
8V
K
J

11K712245
13Q1/3
8VABT
K3087627
J67814MZ

Move to level I

The product data:
Data

Hierarchy Data
Code (HC)
level 02
Product type 1, 6 pcs.,
I
IAC+LIC+
6 Serial numbers
321MED
HIBC unit of measure
I
1
Move to level X
level 03
Serial numbers
X
4561-4566
Expiry date
X
2020-12-31
level 04
Product type 2,
I
IAC+LIC+
20 pcs., 1 Lot + Expiry
23443366
HIBC unit of measure
I
1
Move to level with HC X
level 05

DI

Data element incl. DI

25P

25PLHELMI321MED

26Q

26Q1

S
14D

S4561, S4562, S4563, etc.
14D20201231

25P

25SLHEDMG23443366

7QxCO 73CO
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continued:
Lot 2a
quantity
Expiry date
Lot 2b
quantity
Expiry date

X
X
X
X
X
X

I

0701271
20
2020-06-31
0753634
20
2020-06-31
level 06
IAC+LIC+
23443366
1

Product type 3,
10 pieces, 1 Lot
HIBC unit of measure

I

I
I

0701023
10

1T
Q
14D
1T
Q
14D

1T0701271
Q20
14D20200630
1T0753634
Q55
14D20200331

25P

25PJ01132563381

26Q

26Q1

Only 1 LOT can stay below “I”

Lot
quantity

1T
Q

1T0701023
Q10

2.10.3 Compaction
Shipment information may consist of several hundreds of data. Compaction is appropriate to
minimise the final size of the 2D-EDI Mark.
Simple rules how to optimised the data sequences are as follows:
a) Carry no empty fields: Only data elements shall be included which carry information. E.g.
if no LOT applies no “1T” DI shall occur in that sequence.
b) Leave out values which are set as standard anyway, e.g.
13Q1/1 in case of 1 page only
Q1
in case of quantity 1
26Q1
in case of HIBC unit of measure 1
c) Avoid repeating the Company ID for the product codes if the heading sequence includes
the Company Code being the same as the product suppliers ID. If all products are from
that supplier the DI “25P, IAC & Company Code” can be changed to “1P” for that
products.
Example: If “18VLHELMI” is included in the header, than the product codes like
“25PLHELMI123456XYZ” can be minimised to 1P123456XYZ.
d) Avoid duplication of information which is included in the heading sequence at page 1. In
case of more than 1 page the following pages do not need repetition of data. For linking
the pages to each other just the picking list number is required in conjunction with the
information Page x of y.
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2.10.3.1 Grouping data information
The example below will consist of 3 product types applied with different product data to be
grouped together. Each “F sequence” will get its Hierarchy ID as count from “01” to “06”
specifically for that example.
F=DI

01 = first sequence

First level,
heading data

F 01 00 1 S
Hierarchy code “S”
shipment references

Supplier
Picking list
page x of y
Customer: „ABT“
Customers order no.
Transport ID (License Plate)

01

00 no higher level

1= “Child’s” follow

DI “F”, hierarchy level ID “01” followed by “00”-no
higher level, followed by “1” YES Child’s, followed
by Hierarchy code “S” for shipment related data

18VLHELMI
11K712245
13Q1/3
8VABT
K3087627
J67814MZ
--- continued if more

Level“I” Product type 1 F 02 01 1 I
Product type 1
25PLHELMI321MED
HIBC unit of measure

Level X product data
Serial number 1
Expiry date
Serial number 2
Expiry date
Serial number 3
Expiry date
Serial number 4
Expiry date m
Serial number 5
Expiry date
Serial number 6
Expiry date

S = Hierarchy code (HC)

Header data

F 04 01 1 I
Level Product type 2
25SLHEDMG234 Product type 2
43366
HIBC unit of measure
26Q0

26Q0
F03020X
S4561
14D20201231
S4562
14D20201231
S4563
14D20201231
S4564
14D20200930
S4565
14D20200831
S4566
14D20200430

continued If more product data

F05040X
1T0701271
Q20
14D20200630
1T0753634
Q55
14D20200331
continued

Level product data
LOT product type 2a
Quantity 20 with LOT 2a,
Expiry date of LOT 2b
LOT product type 2b
Quantity 55 with LOT 2b,
Expiry date of LOT 2b
if more variables

Continued if more Sn’s.

Level Product type 3 F06 01 0 I
Product type 3
25PJ01132563381
HIBC unit of measure
26Q2
LOT
1T0701023
Quantity 10
Q10
continued

Level “06” is consisting
of 10 like products of
same LOT, therefore
the data fit in same
level
if more variables

2.10.4 Optimisation for „F-Sequences“
Three rules for optimisation of „I“ and „X“ sequences and its hierarchical orders:
2.10.4.1 If same field exists within multiple segments of a „X“ level, this field can be moved to
the next higher „I“ segment to avoid repeating segments of identical values.
2.10.4.2 If only one „X“-segment would apply it can be avoided by moving the value to the
related „I“-segment.
2.10.4.3 If after application of the proceeding two rules „I“ or „X“-segments do not have
Child’s anymore the values can be put in the same segment. In this case all of that
segments must begin with same „DI“.
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2.10.5 Concatenation of the segments
The data elements will by concatenated by attaching them to each other but separated by
the ASCII character “GS“. The resulting data string would look like as follows:

********F01001SGS18VLHELMIGS11K712245GS13Q1/3GS8VABTGSK3087627GSJ67814MZGSF02
011IGS25PLHELMI321MEDGS26Q1GSF03020XGSS4561GS14D20201231GSS4562GS14D20201231
G S4563G 14D20201231G S4564G 14D20200930G S4565G 14D20200831G S4566G 14D20200
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
430GSF04011IGS25SLHEDMG23443366GS26Q1GSF05040XGS1T0701271GSQ20GS14D20200630G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
S1T0753634 SQ55 S14D20200331 SF06010I S25PJ01132563381 S26Q1 S1T0701023 SQ10

**

Concatenated and applied with separators between the data elements the data string is
ready to be embedded with syntax ISO/IEC 15434 in order to be decoded again any time at
any location.
2.10.6 Embedding the data string with Syntax ISO/IEC 15434
Completing the data string to a valid message the starting sequence has to be add, the
format indicator for the application of DI’s and the terminators:
Start sequence: [)>RS
Format ID for DI headed data elements: “06”
Group Separator “GS”
Terminators: “RS” “EOT”.
With this final completion the message is ready to be printed with a 2D-Barcode such as
DATAMATRIX as shown below:
[)>R 06G F01001SG 18VLHELMIG 11K712245G 13Q1/3G 8VABTG K3
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

087627GSJ67814MZGSF02011IGS25PLHELMI321MEDGS26Q1GSF0302
0XGSS4561GS14D20201231GSS4562GS14D20201231GSS4563GS14D20
201231GSS4564GS14D20200930GSS4565GS14D20200831GSS4566GS1
4D20200430GSF04011IGS25SLHEDMG23443366GS26Q1GSF05040XGS
1T0701271GSQ20GS14D20200630GS1T0753634GSQ55GS14D20200331
G F06010IG 25PJ01132563381G 26Q1G 1T0701023G Q10R EO
T
S
S
S
S
S
S

Figure 6: DATAMATRIX containing a PaperEDI message structured according to ISO/IEC
15434 Syntax
A DATAMATRIX based EDI Mark might be printed on shipment papers, picking list or
transport labels.
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2.11 Scanning an „EDI Mark“
For scanning a DATAMATRIX “Image Scanners” are to be used being available from the
marked as state of the art equipment. For interpretation of the data elements a module is
required in order to read the ISO/IEC 15434 Syntax properly and to pass the data to the
destination ( data base ). Such a module can be integrated with a ERP software or with a
work station or even with a mobile scanning device suitable for pre-processing the
concatenated data string and to bring the data elements in an order required by a specific
system. The following example shows an „EDI-Mark“ on a shipment paper ready to be
scanned at the goods entry at the destination.

Figure 7: Shipping paper with „EDI-Marke“
and HIBC product data
A standard scanner would scan the DATAMATRIX as
it is and transmitting the content to the interface not
even recognising that about an „EDI-Mark“. The data
string send to a computing device would have to
contain the original syntax including the control
characters. Not the scanner but the software module
receiving the data would recognise it as a 15434
syntax for interpreting the data properly. The
interpretation can be done front end or with the ERP
system.

Figure 8
Data string send from a scanner to the computing
device (excerpt does not contain termination). The
values in brackets show the control characters as
HEX values, e.g.: <30> RS, <29> GS
....continued, not terminated yet.
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A 15434 syntax interpretation module would show the data being scanned for diagnostic but
would transfer each single data element to the appropriate ERP position or pre-processed for
compatibility to a application and its data entry mask.

Figure 9: Screen of the AIDC Syntax module „ElmiScanlink“, extracting the data out of the
data string and preparing it for transfer to application and its data base.
Same data elements but displayed as tree structure would look like below.

Figure 10: Tree structure of a EDI Mark content
Are the data captured, checked and converted to the ERP format than the data will be ready
for use within the application for “registration of goods received”, filling the stock, control of
tracking & tracing by LOT or serial number, expiry, etc. Tools like the sample ElmiScanlink
19

are helpful to take load off the ERP system and to speed up integration time by avoiding
programming.
2.12 Sample of an “EDI Mark” and its data interpretation

Figure 11: Shipment paper (excerpt) with EDI-Mark (source VITA, Bad Säckingen, Germany)
Syntax 15434 header [)><rs< 06
DI
F
01001S
Supplier ID 18V LHJ017
Shipment paper no. 11K 80194573
Page x of y 13Q 1/1
Number of pages
1
Suppliers customer ID
8V
193
Customers order no.
K
73968
Sender
J
LHJ017
Transport number
Next level
Article
LOT
Quantity

F
1P
1T
Q

80194573
02010I

Format “06”
F-sequence for Shipment data

1 of 1 (can be avoided by default)
1 by default

Multi Industry Transport Unit
according to ISO/IEC 15459-1
Following “JLHJ017
Level „Item“, interpreted data:
ID 02, Parent 01, Child 0, Level I

A9C100
30010
5
continued

Figure 12a: Interpretation of the data content of the sample above
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continued
Implecit level
by repetition of first DI “1P”
Article
LOT
Quantity
Level

Repetition of DI “1P” interpretation
ID 02.1, Parent 01, Child 0, Level I
1P
1T
Q
F

BVMOF250
14480
1
03011I

Article

1P

04030X

LOT
quantity
Implecit level

1T
Q

19350
3

level Item, interpreted data:
ID 03, Parent 01, Child 1, Level I
level product data, interpreted:
ID 04, Parent 03, Child 0, Level X

Repetition of DI “1T” interpretation:
ID 04.1, Parent 03, Child 0, Level X

LOT 1T 16130
Quantity Q 2
End of message <rs> <eot>
Note: The Data element „Quantity“ carries a default value “1” and can be avoided.
Resumee
PaperEDI structure is “OK”
Figure 12b: Interpretation continued
3
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